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1. Introduction.Questions have been raised in mathematical literature, in generalizine

the Venn Diagram to the case of more than three sets. For example, in [3, p. 55-56] the

difficulties of doing this, is pointed out. In [2] a figure is drawn, showing the Veiin Diasraru

for five sets, with ellipsis. In [1] in an article called "Is Venn Diagram Good Enough?", it

has been shown that the maximum number of disjoint sets in the plane formed by n circles

is 2 + nZ -- n. Therefore, the article concludes that, for n>4 it is impossible to draw n circles

showing a1i the possible intersections of n sets.

Now the quesrion is: if we can not generalize Venn Diagram by using circles, then hou

about doing it wirh other geometric figures? To be precise, what we \i'ant to do is that:

Given n sets A1,1t2,..., An, draw a diagram to show ail 2n regions, formed by X1n...nxo.

where \ 
= 

4 or A'i (each of these regions will be called a minterm). We also want to have

all advantages of Venn Diagram in general case, i.e. each minterm being represented in a

simply connected region, and for each set { there is a simple closed curve whose inside

region represents ,\, and its outside represents A'i.

In section 2 of this note we present an algorithm for doing this. This algorithm is
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programmed and we present some computer outputs for the cases n=4,5, and 6 (see i igures

2, 3, and 4). In section 3 we point out, some of the applications of this generalized diagram.

Finally in section 4, we prove that the algorithm works!

. 2. The Algorithm. Suppose that the sets A1, A2,..., An are to be represented. r-irst we

shoro, the universal set by the inside region of a rectangle (Fig. 1). Then draw two

perpendicular lines one for ,{1, and another for A2. We represent A3 by the inside region of

a circle.

Figure 1. Venn Dagram for the case of three sets

Figure 1, may be used for a Venn Diagram for the case of three sets. To continue

process, we note that at this stage the circumference of the circle (will be called the main

circle hereafter) is divided into four equ"l arcs by the boundaries of A, and A2. We divide

each arc into two equal parts, and denote all the dividing points by =0,x1r ...r x7 (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Venn Diagram for the case of four sets.
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Norv, we drarv arcs of c irc les i , r ' i th al l  equal radi i  and t l ie radius of eacir  is equal to the

distance between two succesive points, and the center of first one is at xg lying outside of

the mi in circ le from x7 to x1, the center of the second one is x2lying inside the main

circle from x1 to x3, and so on. These arcs together make a closed ("bone" shaped) cur\:e,

whose inside region will represent ,A4.

The same procedure as for A4, will be continued to proceed funher. In fact, suppose

that we have plesented the sets A1, A2, ..., Ap (k>a).To proceed further, we note that by

induction, at this stage the circumference of the main circle is divided into 2k-1 equal arcs.

We divide each arc into two equal arcs and denote the new dividing points by X0, X1, ...,

Xzk_t (having fixed xg in all steps). Draw arcs with radius of each equal to the distance of

two succesive new points (\"). The center of the fust arc will be, as usual, at Xg and lying

outside of the main circle from Xrk_, to X1, center of the second arc will be at the

point X2 lying inside the main circle from X1 to X3, and so on. These arcs together make a

closed curve whose inside will represent the set Apa1. In figures 3 and 4 we have demonstrated a

diagram for the case n=5 and n=6.

Figure 3. Venn Diagram for the case of five sets
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Figure 4. Venn Diagram for the case of six sets

3. Applications. One may use the generdized Venn Dagram for the similar pwposes

that Venn Dagram could be used. For example, to verify relations involving sers, or

inclusion of a set theoretic formula into another formula, in which the number of involved letters in

the formulae exceeds from 3, then one ought to use the generalized Venn Diagram.

Clea:ly, the same discussion may be used for the case of cheking the truth of the

implication or equivdence of two propositional formulae, involving any ffnite number of

variables.

Another application of generalized Venn Diagram maybe thought of using it for

simplifying boolean expressions with any finite number of variables. For the cases in which

the number of variables is 2,3,4, or 5, diagrams called Karnaugh map is usually used in the

textbooks.

To study the statistical properties of a population, where each member may or may

not posses each of the given properties, we use a Venn Diagram, when there is not more

than three properties. If the number of properties exceeds 3, one can use the generalized

Venn Diagram.
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4. Proof. In order to show that the algorithm realy n'orks, v!,e prove the follovi'ing

theorem:

Theorem. In the above algorithm at rhe n-th step (n>4) we have

(") The universal set is dir-ided into exactly 2n regions, each of which is correspondent

to a different minterm,

(b) There is exactly one arc of the main circle on the boundary of each region,

(.) In the last step each new arc dirides a region into two parts, and

(d) Each of the 2n nodes on the main circle is of degree 4.

Proof. We proceed by induction on n. For n=4, statements are trivially true. Suppose

that the statements hold true for n, and we have 2n regions satisfying (a) through (d). To

show the truth of the statement for n*1, consider one of the regions of the n-th step, and

suPpose that it lies, for example, outside of the main circle. (If the region is inside of the

main circle the proof is similar). gy (b) there is one arc of the main circle say EB, ot

the boundary 6f tni, region. Let C be the midpoint of this arc. In the (n+1)-th step two arcs

with centers at A and B, and radii.[C= B-d are dran'n. One'of these arcs is in the outside of

the main circle and the other one is irside of it. Two possible cases which may occur, are

represented in Fig. 5.
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I f  i t  is the binary representat ion of the region beingdiscussed(i .e.  w=x1x2..  xn where

x; is 1 if the region is included in the set A; and 0 otherwise), then *-e obtain at ,east two

new r(,gions with binary representations as w0 and w1 , shown in Figure 5. These two new

regior.s and neu, midpoint on rhe main circle obviously satisfy the conditions (b) and (d).

Now consider an (n+1)-th minterm ,"y **,'*,herew is a binary n sequence and:x is a binary

digit. By (a), there exists exactly one n-th minterm in the n-th $ep representing w. And by

above discussion this region will produce u.x in the (n+1)-th step. Thus all we have to show

is the trurh of the condition (c), for the (n+1)-th step *'hich rn'il l imply the truth of (a) for

this step also.

Let A and B be two dividing points on the main circle, and Cbethe midpoint of A and

B on the main circle. let .6G be an arc drawn from A to B with the center at C. We call

,{G lof the maia circle)the support of arc,G trrg. o).

Now let ffi U" an arc which is drawn at the (n+1)*h step. To study thr: intersection

points of this arc with the "old" arcs (drawn in the previous steps), we observe that: first,

no arc on the outside of the main circle may intersects the arcs lying inside of it. We suppose

that .G is an outside arc (the other case has similar proof).,G*ith any other arc in the

outside r"y6G, has either of the followiag three relations:

(i) the support of ,Gi-t disjoint from the supporr of fri,, (ii) the support of Gi'i,

contained in the support 
"f 

6G and (iii) half of the support of ffi is contained in the

supporr of 
-Dyp. 

In the last case the point C must coincide either with D or with E. It is

obvious that, in the case {i), fG has no intersection *ith 6G, and in the case lili;, G has

exactly one point of intersection with 6G In the following lemma, we show that in the

case (ii), the arc ,G'n", no intersection with D This will sablish the fact that each new

arc divides an old region exactly into two new regions.

Lemma. If the support of an outer (inner) .r. G contains the support of an outer
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(inner, respectivel,v) arc AXB, then their circles do nou have ar.ry intcrsection point.

Proof. We show the validity of the statenlent for the case in which the arcs lie outside

of the main circle (Ftg. 6). For the,other case, proof is'similar.

Suppose; that the center of

F g , 6 .

. "
is point O, and the center of AXg is point C. Denote

6D = mo andG= lB.

DYE

the

that

.ir" of fr fy 9. Then there exists o"tor"t numbers ,i',*d 1 (both greater th% one) such

Note that

The circles X and Y do not have point of intersection iff oc + dg < dg.

But by elementry trigonometry the last inequdity in terms of 0 is equivalent to

',' 
.2sin mo + 2sin o <2 sin

2 2 ! 0 .
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W: prove the follorn'ing inequality which will follow (2) because of 1t;,

' * + + r a f < s i n m 1 2 6

or equivalently

(3)

But since sin 0 >
2

sin-fl-. .i"-t+2 o - sin ry
,6--0- < 2sin 3- ,os {+ . +

sk + [1-2 cos -# ut . o

0, it wiil suffice to show that

Since

therefore

o. *f 6. :at!e q

1-2 cos m+l  0< o.
2

7l

8
, and cosine is a decreasing function on this interval,

rC

&
.o, **1 o > cos --q- > -1-.

2 8 2

Thus 1-2 gstlrtl g <0, This stablishes the proof of the lemma, and therefore the

theorem is proved.
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